Paris, March 16, 2017

Mobility Work Has Reached 1 Million Registered Hours of Intervention

The Next-Gen CMMS and First Maintenance Social Network is Steadily
Expanding

Cloud-based, Mobility Work is a next-gen CMMS and the first maintenance social
network. It is available from any smart device and allows easy record, share and
report analysis of information on equipment and technical maintenance tasks within
the network of one or more factories. The platform already registers more than 150
000 machines, 450 000 maintenance operations and just reached more than 1 million
hours of intervention!

Since May 2016 (official launch), many large industrial groups and OEMs have
already implemented Mobility Work in their daily maintenance routines and many
others are in a test-phase of the product.

How Is Mobility Work Different From Other CMMS solutions?

The first objective of Mobility Work is to facilitate the maintenance management
process for technicians by simplifying their interventions. Extremely intuitive, fast, and
user-friendly, this tool does not require any training or setting up period. Neither does
it require any IT skills. Internet connection is enough!
In a less than a minute, equipment can be registered and tasks can be assigned
within the team. Everyone can follow up the process anytime and anywhere by
having a look at the timeline or calendar. Aurélien Deutsch, Maintenance Manager
and member of the Mobility Work community reports: “This is the easiest and most
efficient CMMS I have ever used”

Moreover, being the first maintenance social network, Mobility Work gathers a global
community where maintenance technicians can log in and share expertise, analyze
maintenance protocols, find spare parts, search for or compare certain equipment.

Mobility Work’s Main Features
•

Simplified data entry process for reporting maintenance interventions

•

Easy access to the latest repairs thanks to the news feed

•

Quick equipment-related documents and data search

•

Spare parts management (search, purchase and exchange)

•

Data analytics with the integrated Big Data tool, connectable to any other
application (ERP, etc.).

Mobility Work was created out of a need for a flexible and modern CMMS,
responding to the real needs of maintenance professionals. Wasted time for
trainings, technical issues and limited product adaptability are left behind with
Mobility Work, providing cutting-edge technology for 30 € per month and per user.
Sign up now and become a member of the Mobility Work community. Take part to
the equipment maintenance revolution!

http://www.mobility-work.com/
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